
Date: September 29, 2005

Bulletin No: 2006-1-03

Product Line: Snowmobile

Subject: Throttle Lever Assembly        
(Condition A), Driven Shaft Protective Shield/
Wiring Harness (Condition B)

Service Bulletin

Condition A:   It has been determined that the throttle lever assembly does not meet Arctic Cat specifi cations and may 
prevent the throttle monitor switch from operating properly.

� NOTE:  Do not operate or allow anyone else to operate an affected snowmobile until this condition has been 
corrected.

Affected Models/VIN:
All 2006 Bearcat Wide Track Snowmobiles Listed Below.

Model Description    Model Number
2006 Bearcat WT US Blue    S2006BCFWTUSL
2006 Bearcat WT OS Blue    S2006BCFWTOSL
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo US Blue    S2006BCFTWUSL
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo OS Blue   S2006BCFTWOSL
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo Articulating US Blue  S2006BCFAWUSL

Solution A:  Replace the existing throttle lever axle assembly with a new throttle axle assembly included in Throttle 
Lever Mounting/Trim Update Kit (p/n 0637-293). Installation instructions will be included in the kit.

Parts:        An appropriate number of kits will be shipped to your dealership/distributorship. Your dealership Parts 
Account will be billed and then credited upon receipt of a Warranty Claim Request form.

� NOTE:  All kits will include the parts necessary to service both condition A and B. If a snowmobile is not 
affected by Condition B, please disregard the protective trim enclosed with the kit. See Condition B below.

Condition B:   It has been determined that the main wiring harness may come into contact with the driven shaft 
protective shield. If this condition exists, damage to the wiring harness may occur.

Affected Models/VIN:
All 2006 Bearcat Wide Track Snowmobiles Listed Below.

Model Description    Model Number
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo US Blue    S2006BCFTWUSL
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo OS Blue   S2006BCFTWOSL
2006 Bearcat WT Turbo Articulating US Blue  S2006BCFAWUSL

� NOTE:  Please note that the Bearcat Wide Track Turbo models listed above are affected by both Condition A and 
Condition B.

Solution B:  Install Protective Trim (p/n 3706-534) to the lower rear right-side corner of the driven shaft protective 
shield. Installation instructions and the protective trim will be included in Throttle Lever Mounting/Trim 
Update Kit (p/n 0637-293).

Parts:        An appropriate number of kits will be shipped to your dealership/distributorship. Your dealership Parts 
Account will be billed and then credited upon receipt of a Warranty Claim Request form.

� NOTE:  If more parts are needed in the future regarding this service bulletin, order Throttle Lever Mounting/Trim 
Update Kit (p/n 0637-293) through normal parts-ordering channels.



Warranty: A labor allowance of 0.2 hr will be paid per affected snowmobile. The labor allowance of 0.2 hr includes 
the time allowed for servicing both conditions. If the snowmobile is not affected by Condition B, a 0.2 
hr allowance per affected snowmobile will still be paid.

 Claim: Enter BS200603 in the Complaint section.

� NOTE:  Please remember that when submitting a claim, make sure to always enter the current mileage of each 
affected snowmobile. In order for Arctic Cat to accurately assess warranty claims, an accurate recording of 
mileage on snowmobiles with warranty claims is important.  

ATTENTION

 To ensure that the necessary service work is completed in a timely manner and that this issue can be resolved, 
Arctic Cat is requesting that all service work be completed prior to September 29, 2006. All warranty claims 
directly related to this issue will not be honored after September 29, 2006.    
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